April 2022

What’s Inside?
Welcome to our hybrid Meeting Friday
April 8th, 2022 at 6:30 pm!
If your joining us in-person see you at: 81 Laroe Rd Chester,
NY (Town of Chester Recreation Senior Center), (From
KINGS HWY,Turn left on Laroe Rd by UPS office building)
CLICK FOR MAP
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President’s Message!

Minutes of the Meeting!

Two months until our annual Mineral Sale
and Show at Museum Village! Please share your
ideas for running a successful show June 4 & 5,
2022. Also, please contribute your ideas for updates, activities, posts, shares and likes for our
OCMS Shale Mail, website OCMSNY.org or
http://www.orangecountymineralsocietynewyork.com/ and facebook page Orange
County MineralHome Society of NY. Please like
and share our pages and mention our website in
your posts to build awareness. We had a discussion at our meeting regarding including the word
SALE in our advertisements to attract shoppers
and buyers. You will not find a more scenic location for an outdoor mineral sale than Museum
Village in June!
Please join our OCMSNY April 8, 2022
meeting at the senior center this Friday. We are
planning a full-scale live meeting following the
senior center guidelines. The agenda includes
Annual Show discussions, committee reports, old
business, new business, refreshments and a mineral raffle. Thank you, geologist Eric Orlowski,
for your colorful presentation on fluorites at our
February meeting. Thank you, Dr Merguerian on
the historic and ongoing gold mining in the USA
in March. Dr Alex Bartholomew, geologist at
SUNY New Paltz will present "The Concept of
Fossil Species," an understanding of species
from a biological perspective and also how Paleontologists define a fossil species and what that
means. Google T rex species to whet your whistle!
OCMSNY March 11, 2022 Meeting Minutes
Meeting hall and OCMSNY attendance sheets
were completed, Name tags were issued.
Chester senior center COVID 19 precautions
were observed including sign in, hand sanitizers,
social distancing, and some attendees wore optional masks.
Meeting preparations included refreshments
and the hybrid live meeting with zoom compo-

nent.
The mineral book and journal swap table and
the 16 raffle specimens were set out.
Thank you, Mark Kucera, for again achieving
a satisfactory zoom, with audio assistance via
Gary Kerstanski's laptop.
OCMSNY president Mike Tedford called the
meeting to order at approximately 6:38 PM , welcoming the attendees.
Meeting attendees introduced themselves.
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Mike Tedford introduced the mineral book
and journal table for free use, borrowing or swapping by members.
Members confirmed they are receiving the
emailed Shale Mail and appreciate the breadth
and quality of the articles. The meeting minutes
in the Shale Mail were reviewed by members and
accepted.
Ron Nelson read the balances of the main
checking account and show account. The Treasurers report was accepted.
Ron Nelson reported the Annual Mineral
Show and Sale June 4 & 5, 2022 at Museum Village has 25 vendors already registered, exceeding our registration rates of previous years. Updated Sale and Show flyers were distributed to
members. Our website and Facebook page continue to be updated. Members were reminded to
like, post and share posts on facebook to increase
our visibility and attract vendors and shoppers.
Please review and suggest any more updates.
Thank you.
The membership voted to not have a June
meeting the week following our Mineral sale. In
addition, with an eye towards simplifying the
Rock Barbecue, the membership voted to attempt to hold the rock barbeque at the Chester
grounds adjacent to the Senior Center. Ron Nelson
Thank you to Dr. Charles Merguerian for presenting the gold mining history in the USA.
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The Concept of Fossil Species!
We are lucky that Dr. Alex
Bartholomew is taking time
out of making maple syrup to
present to us April 8th, 2022 at
6:30 pm. Join us via Zoom or in
person at the Senior Center.
He is looking forward to the
April 8th talk. He is planning to
talk about: "The Concept of
Fossil Species". A recent paper
about possible multiple species
of Tyrannosaur species has
gotten a lot of play in the news.
Many folks might not know
what exactly a species is and
how it is defined in both a biological and paleontological sense.
His talk will present an understanding of species from a
biological perspective and also
how Paleontologists define a
fossil species and what exactly
that means.
He truly hopes everyone will
find this interesting!
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Gold Mining History & Geology of the
Sierra Nevada Ridge!
By: Dr. Charles Merguerian, PG
for the American fur company which ended with
that trip after the entire party was killed.
1839 was when John Sutter settling in a Fort
near Sacramento CA with all the Russian holdings he purchased from Fort Ross. These items
included an arsenal, ships, cattle and farm implements.
There was gold discovered by the Jesuits in
1842 near San Fernando however, it was largely
ignored. It was not rich enough but some was
sent to Philadelphia for coin. The American government did not publicize the discovery until California became the 31st state in September 9th,
1850 so they could populate the state.
In 1844 John Bidwell had a Mexican employee as for a “batea” which was a bowl for finding gold. Misunderstanding what the word
meant, the worker was ignored. The 19th of January 1848 James W. Marshall discovered gold in
his bosses (John A. Sutter) sawmill in Coloma,
CA. In fact those original 4 to 5 pieces of gold are
sitting in the Smithsonian Institute. The 24th of
January a few ounces of gold were delivered to
Sutter initiating the gold rush and opening up the
west. Using Donner and Carson passes the settlers crossed the Sierra into the gold belt.
Along Route 49 traveling along the Sierra
Foot Hills are metamorphic. There are intrusive
quartz veins into these metamorphic rocks which
is what brought the gold in.
During the gold rush there were a lot of
people that came
out. There were a
few woman but
not many. Life was
extremely hard in
the Sierra. There
were many deaths
Burials were common
in
the
forested areas in California during this period.

Dr. Charles Merguerian gave a wonderful presentation on March 11th, 2022. He shared his vast
knowledge about the history of gold mining in
the United States. The focus of his lecture was
primarily on gold mining in California. He also
shared with us the geology of the ground so we
would know how the gold got there? He also
shared the mining methods they used. To top off
this interesting and informative presentation Dr.
Merguerian showed us some really awesome pictures of specimens from the California gold belt.
The 49ers miner were the true pioneers of the
gold rush because once everyone heard there was
gold in them there hills they all flooded in changing the demographics of not only California but
the United States.

In 1829 gold was discovered near Richmond
VA. The Belzoro Mine was traced to gold+pyrite
in schist-gneiss.

In 1825, Jedidiah Smith found gold near
Mono Lake, CA. In 1826 he lead a trapping party
APR 6, 2022
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Gold has erroded away but this is the host rock
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Here is the Mahoney Fault which is another
shear zone. It comes from the Calaveras Complex
and is a rather deformed slate. Some of the awsome specimens come from here.

At the time of this photograph, the Chinese were basically used as slaves. They had this
uncanny ability because of their meticulous work
ethic to go into areas after the Americans and
find the gold they had left behind. Looking closely, the material is loose, there are a bunch of
wooden rifles along the bottom to catch the heavier gold while the sluicing was taking the clay and
sand away.

They used the cradle by putting a shovel
full of debris on it and adding water then shaking
the cradle back and forth. They used the sluicing
process and water power. But, I agree with Dr.
Merguerian that the most amazing process they
used was the dispersion of streams. Using an ex-

In the photo, Dr. Merguerian concentrated on the yellow areas because those were the
rocks he was familiar with in the New York and
Connecticut Appalachians. They applied Appalachian mapping techniques to a terrain that
was simply amalgamated as the metamorphic
rocks. “About 2:15 years ago, someone published
a paper that suggested that a piece of the Appalachians was actually sheared off, dragged
across the southern part of North America, and
then slammed up against North America as a
separate micro-continent. “ The rocks were
lower Paleozoic, about the same age, they even
looked like the New York City rocks.Dr. Merguerian says, “he was standing there looking at New
York, Bronx there.
APR 6, 2022

isting stream and slowly pushing it off to the side
with wooden planks then mining the silt.
Thank You Dr. Merguerian! Awesome Topic!
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Light Sensitive Minerals

By: John Pacut

Collectors all over the world have experienced
the degradation of their prized minerals due to
light exposure and improperly displaying their
specimens. All of us as collectors have experienced this as well. So what is this phenomena?
Color is the most important characteristic of gemstones, though in the case of most diamonds it is
the absence of color which is most important.
What is responsible for the variations in color?
Color is produced by the way a gemstone absorbs light. Light is an electromagnetic vibration
at certain wavelengths, but the human eye can
only perceive certain wavelengths. The field of the
visible colored spectrum includes red, orange,
yellow, green, blue and violet. There are several
different reasons why the various gemstone varieties absorb light differently.
Some gemstones are said to be idiochromatic
or self-colored. They absorb certain wavelengths
of light due to characteristics of there chemical
structure. Most gemstones are allochromatic.
They are colored by impurities or trace elements
in there crystal structure. If all the different wavelengths of light pass through a gemstone, it will
appear colorless. On the other hand, if the gem
material absorbs all the light, it will appear black.
If a stone absorbs all wavelengths except those in
the red spectrum, the gem will appear red.
The relationship between a chemical impurity
and a gemstone color is not a simple one. Sometimes a similar color can result from different
trace elements. Also, a single trace element can
produce different colors in different gem varieties. Another way in which gemstones acquire
color is in human intervention in the form of gem
treatments. Heat treatment is often used to
change the chemical state of an impurity to
deepen or lighten color, reduce a certain hue, or
improve clarity. Gemstones are also dyed, treated
with chemicals, coated with chemicals or metals,
irradiated and artificially colored in many other
ways to alter their appearance. All gemstone
treatments must be disclosed by the vendor prior
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to the sale of the gemstone.
Upon exposure to different kinds of light
(strong sunlight or daylight) many minerals and
gemstones go through changes in color. Some
fade, others darken, temporary changes may occur as permanent ones as well. Certain parts of a
mineral can be affected or not.
Some minerals and gems like hiddenite /green
spodumene and yellow phenakite can fade with as
little as one hour exposure to bright light or sunlight.
Why minerals are light sensitive can happen
by different mechanisms. The first type can happen because of photochemical reactions. Silver
bearing minerals turn black when exposed to
light, oxygen and sulfur. Realgar changes to orpiment this way too. Another process is due to light
heating color centers in minerals. Color centers
are structural defects in minerals that happen
during growth or afterward when exposed to radiation. Examples of color center minerals include
amethysts, smoky quartz, fluorite, diamond,
topaz and halite.
Much of the color in minerals is due to the
presence of chromophores (elements in structural positions in crystals that make their electron
orbital's susceptible to absorbing or admitting
light). If anyone wants the complete list of the
different elements, minerals that can be affected
by light mindat.org has the most complete list I
have seen so far.
Here are some suggestions to protect your
specimens, firstly, avoid exposure to direct sunlight and strong day light, avoid the combination
of light, heat, moisture and reactive minerals that
contain sulfur. Some collectors store their most
delicate specimens in a closed box (close-up
archival material) or drawer. Keeping your display room dark when not in use is helpful. The
safest light sources would be IR-UV depleted
source transmitted by fiber optics, this method
avoids the extra heat from traditional light
sources. For the most susceptible minerals.
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Virginia City
By: Keith Allen
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Virginia City
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OCMS members are covered by Society-sponsored insurance.
OCMS Disclaimer
The editor and the OCMS are not responsible for the accuracy
or authenticity of information in the articles accepted for
publication, nor are the opinions expressed therein necessarily
those of the officers of the OCMS or the editor.
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